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Abstract. The article presents a strategic model of the partnership in the field of business education 
that takes into account the specificity of the globalization and current trends on the job markets. 
The main research tasks were to consider the theoretical bases of relationship marketing and to 
examine the major trends and challenges of the job market in Russia. The article includes the re-
sults of the research on the goals in life and motivation of secondary school students, the survey 
among the university professors on their opinions about why students decide to study, and also 
the results of the international research among students of European and Russian universities. The 
article present various activities that the business school can use to boost the cooperation between 
its main shareholders. The authors suggest a matrix of interaction between universities and partner 
companies which composes of the tangible/intangible resources and tangible/intangible effects with 
the characteristics of their impact and effectiveness for both the companies and universities.
Keywords: business education, interaction, job market, relationship marketing.
Introduction
The relationship marketing became one of the key factors of the business schools and univer-
sities’ success in the field of business education. The universities around the world develop 
and actualize successively their programs to strengthen their market position whereas the 
companies obtain the professionals for their businesses’ purposes. Such symbiosis is espe-
cially visible in the digital era where information plays an essential role in the competitive 
games. At the same time, the development of partnership between such entities faces several 
limitations. The bumpy environment, economic crises, automation and changes in students’ 
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goals lower the validity of skills and knowledge received, reducing the motivation to study. In 
consequence, the symbiosis between university and business starts to weaken. The strategies 
to reinvent the successful partnerships between these entities differ around the world. The 
authors decided to analyze the Russian business education’s environment to detect potential 
strategies that would improve the partnership between universities and companies. To realize 
these goals, the key trends in the Russian job market have been identified, the field research 
among secondary school students in Moscow, Russia and Moscow’s region have been real-
ized, the motivations of secondary schools’ students for choosing a profession have been 
identified. Consequently, the most effective ways of interaction between business structures 
and universities are proposed.
1. Literature review
The development of relationship-oriented market strategy is intrinsically connected to the 
post war experiences of American and British practitioners. Over the years, public relations 
and relationship-oriented marketing became the integral part of organizations functioning 
in both private and public sector. Relationship marketing makes clients more satisfied and 
loyal as well as it increases the performance of the whole organization (Saelee, Jhundrain, & 
Muenthaisong, 2015). Its main goal is to create strong connections between the clients and 
the company (Rouse & Aberle, 2019), and to turn the first time clients into the advocates 
and partners who promote the organization (Ackerman & Schibrowsky, 2007). Such authors 
as Roger Bennett (2006) and R. G. Barlow (2000) prove that the relationship marketing is 
used not only by multinational corporations and governmental agencies but also by non-
governmental organizations, cultural institutions, high schools and universities who noticed 
that the customer satisfaction is essential for successful development and survival on the 
market (DeShields, Kara, & Kaynak, 2005). Luminiţa Nicolescu (2009) denotes, however, that 
universities in general are not using all marketing tools and concepts which are typical for 
business sector but they rather try to adjust the existing concepts into their specific needs. 
The relation-oriented strategy is a point of interest for business schools due to the constant 
need to attire attention of prospective students, provide them the best quality programs of 
studies with an emphasis on the business practice and attractive employment after gradua-
tion. The students’ successes allow the business schools moving up in the rankings, gaining 
prestige and build market position. However, some authors claim that the financial profit of 
the business schools became their primary interest and relationship marketing is a tool that 
can lead to several misunderstandings between shareholders. Kristine Zaksa (2012) suggests, 
reversely, that the emotional satisfaction, spiritual values and loyalty to the organization 
should be perceived as the core values in business education. Oscar W. DeShields Jr., Ali Kara 
and Erdener Kaynak (2005), claim that students, higher education institutions and society 
form a what create several societal benefits that cannot be fully commercialized. Some other 
authors, such as Cristinel Constantin (2011) and Larry H. Litten (1980) inform, however, 
that due to the decrease of the number of the young people, economic instability and global 
competitiveness between universities, the financial benefits of relationship strategies should 
not be ignored. Tomasz Domański (2014) as well as Duncan Moore and Jana Lay-Hwa. 
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Bowden-Everson (2012) also show that since the globalization process increased the competi-
tiveness between universities around the world the relationship marketing became the direct 
tool in the competitive games. Nevertheless, the students are perceived as the most valuable 
resources of the university and an important asset for future development (Grönroos, 1989). 
Although the British and American business schools are still ranked as the best in the world 
((Binsardi & Ekwulugo, 2003), the new marketing approach used by Japanese, Spanish and 
French schools helped them to advance significantly. It proves that market-oriented strategy 
and effective marketing plan is essential for the constant and stable development of the edu-
cational institution (Białoń, 2015).
From the commercial perspective, the objective of the relationship marketing is to attract, 
maintain and build relationships between partners (Ackerman & Schibrowsky, 2007). The 
similar approach used to be applied in the education sector. Iliuță Costel Negricea, Emanuela 
Maria Avram, and Raluca Cristina Eftimie (2011) suggest that one of the most important 
challenges of business schools is to build a long-term relationship with their main sharehold-
ers as well as to attract, retain and regain the students. However, the process of building such 
type of relationships in the field of business education is not fully examined. Tahir Rashid 
and Razak Raj (2006) claim that we need to provide good service quality, experience, shared 
values, proper communication and trust to build loyalty and commitments between partners 
which are the main goals of the relationship marketing from the business school perspective 
(Carvalho & Oliveira Mota, 2010). Notwithstanding, such concepts as good service quality 
or experiences are not perceived by all students in the same way. For this reason, the schema 
of Rashid and Raj can lead to some misunderstandings. Negricea, Avram and Eftimie (2011) 
hold the opinion that some students can be even less satisfied with higher quality of services 
and feel disgruntled with difficult programs. Zaksa (2012) suggests that students’ perceived 
quality is rather associated with academic staff skills and attitudes, curricula and course con-
tent, learning outcomes and readiness for the labour market. Michael Fontaine (2014) claims 
that such relationship marketing techniques as individualized attention and communication 
are decisive factors in achieving success in business education field. Paul D. Umbach and 
Stephen R. Porter (2002) confirm such statements showing that small institutions where 
individual approach is used have more satisfied students. Kimberley K. Powell and Melanie 
Powell Rey (2015) stress that the current students’ expectations and opinions should be of 
superior value but other groups cannot be ignored. Anna Drapińska (2016) places an empha-
sis on the particular importance of the students’ loyalty which can be built by collaboration, 
mutual involvement and trust.
More and more frequently, the business schools are developing the research programs 
to understand the expectations of their clients (students) and other shareholders (Zaksa, 
2012). John Nicholls, John Harris, Eleanor Morgan, Ken Clarke, and David Sims (1995) 
found that an understanding of the key shareholders (students, alumni) is a crux in relation-
ship’s building process. It helps to develop the successful strategies and gain the competitive 
advantage. Drapińska (2016) suggests that there are three phases of the contacts between 
the school and the student: pre-sale, sale and post-sale. At the pre-sale stage a school tries to 
convince the student that it is a good place to learn. At the sale stage the students are learn-
ing and exchanging experiences with the staff and other stakeholders. They are seeking for 
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both emotional and affective bonds with their university and such chance for psychological 
closeness cannot be ignored by the school (Bowden & Wood, 2011). At the post-sale stage 
students start their professional career on the basis of the knowledge and skills gained at 
the sale stage. The current cases show that many business schools take care only for the first 
two stages. They ignore the current research proving that building reciprocal relationships 
between partners in education is an ongoing process and it should be outreached into the 
maximum to be the most effective for all partners (Helgesen, 2008). The university should 
help the students in finding the attractive traineeship and employment as far as alumni can 
become in the future the brand ambassadors of the university. They can transfer their feelings 
to the potential clients, recommend the prospective students, or hold the courses as practi-
tioners and develop the business network of the whole institution. According to Ogunnaike 
Olaleke Oluseye, Borishade Taiye Tairat, and Jeje Olumide Emmanuel (2014) such a form 
of relationship is called “the parent relationship” and it increases the frequency of positive 
recommendation and word-of-mouth.
Robert Seliga and Michał Chmielecki (2012) claim that the key factors that determine the 
choice of a university include a position in the rankings of the universities, good teaching 
staff and a reputation among current or ex-students. The focus on professional teaching staff 
is especially interesting from the point of view of the relationship marketing. It is observed 
that students request the lectures rather with practitioners than with theoreticians. Building 
stable relationship networks between business school and companies can be perceived as a 
good tool which helps to meet these needs of the students. In other words, the relationship 
marketing techniques and strategies can be the key factors which shape the image of the 
business school and encourage the prospective students to enroll in its courses.
To develop the relationship networks the business schools are obliged to identify their 
key shareholders. David G. Tonks and Marc Farr (1995) claim that these are mainly students. 
Constantin (2011) suggests that these are also alumni, employers and authorities. James H. 
McAlexander, Harold F. Koenig, and John W. Schouten (2006) denote that the business 
schools should integrate these groups by investing in university’s brand communities. Such 
entities can increase the chances for the attractive employment’s opportunities of the actual 
students and their total satisfaction. Such communities should place special emphasis on 
the reciprocity what help to understand the expectations of the students and to support 
symmetric communicational model (Guolla, 1999). According to Basheer A.  M.  Al-Alak 
(2006) the loyalty, positive word of mouth, students’ satisfaction and promotion lead to the 
enhancement of the university image and, consequently, larger number of students. This is 
the main reason why business schools try to find the most effective relationship marketing 
tools. Robert Ackerman and John Schibrowsky (2007) suggest the bonding activities which 
can result in higher retention rate and loyalty. These are financial bonding, social bonding 
and structural bonding. The financial bonding is only a base in the relationship building. 
The examples are: scholarships, work-study opportunities, inexpensive daycare, subsidized 
transportation, academics, tuition waivers and discounts, affordable health care (Ackerman 
& Schibrowsky, 2007). More important is social bonding which comprises customized and 
personalized communication, providing necessary information, extracurricular activities, 
cultural events, social activities, awards and celebration events, conversation spaces, meeting 
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with authorities, research opportunities, opinion surveys, mentoring and tutoring (Ackerman 
& Schibrowsky, 2007). These authors perceive the structural bonding as the crucial action 
in relationship building as it is a base of the student empowerment’s process. A student 
which has the power to make a decision about university’s future or its particular program is 
loyal and engaged. The engagement, in turn, is perceived by Moore and Lay-Hwa. Bowden-
Everson (2012) as the most effective part of the relationship marketing programs which help 
to build long-term relationship between shareholders. According to Marcelo Gattermann 
Perin, Claudio Hoffmann Sampaio, Cláudia Simões, and Rosiane Pólvora de Pólvora (2012) 
the business school should also place an emphasis on building trust and perceived high value 
as far as they are positively correlated with commitment and engagement of the students.
David W. Letcher and Joao S. Neves (2010) suggest several important factors which are 
overlapping with aforementioned social and structural bounding and can be introduced with 
the aid of relationship marketing strategies. There are the internships, service to the commu-
nity, leadership experiences, activity in campus organization and proactive career planning. 
All of them have positive impact on the satisfaction and loyalty of the students and can con-
tribute to closer cooperation between main shareholders such as companies, managers and 
business consultants. A similar view is presented by Silke Jurkowitsch, Claudio Vignali, and 
Hans Ruediger Kaufmann (2006) in their “A Student Satisfaction Model for Austrian Higher 
Education Providers Considering Aspects of Marketing Communications” where student sat-
isfaction is dependent on non-relationship inducing factors (such as the students personality 
and economic climate) as well as on relationship inducing factors (the teaching service, cul-
ture and environment, relationship and university marketing) in which relationship networks 
and cooperation between key shareholders are extremely important. However, little is known 
about the relationship strategies of business schools outside the leading centers in Europe and 
North America. The authors of the article focus on the Russian business education’s market 
and its challenges in the area of the relationship marketing which develop simultaneously 
after the Soviet Union’s collapse.
2. Materials and methods
The identification of key trends in the Russian job market and education was conducted by 
an analytical overview of essential and perspective professions in the modern Russian job 
market as well as with the method of analysis of the proposed vacancies and resumes distri-
bution dynamics on the job market in Moscow and Moscow region. The field research among 
students of secondary schools in Moscow and Moscow region and universities’ professors 
was conducted with the method of non-repeated selective absentia survey (a) to establish 
the relationship between the degree of awareness among students and lecturers of the “weal” 
concept as a factor that affects the motivation to study, having a relationship with the profes-
sion the students have chosen, and personal happiness, (b) to determine the motivation of 
today’s Russian schoolchildren for choosing profession which are based on sustainable pat-
terns of thinking, in a non-survival own position in life, and to (c) identify the relationship 
between the choice of a profession that a student tends to get with the understanding of per-
sonal “dream in life”. The identification of the most effective ways of the interaction between 
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the business structures and universities was conducted by the secondary data’s analysis: the 
results of the international research among students of European, Russian universities and 
separately Moscow State University (MSU) (“Trendence Graduate Barometer”) as well as with 
the survey among partner companies of the business school on the subject of their interac-
tion, specific activities and their effectiveness.
3. Procedures and results
According to the results of the research carried out by the international research company 
Universum, the most attractive attributes of the university are: reputation and image (a high 
place in the ranking, prestige, successful graduates), student life (open environment, cre-
ative and dynamic atmosphere, extracurricular activities), employment (knowledge and skills 
needed for further work, high percentage of employability among graduates, good reputa-
tion among employers), the quality of education (excellent teachers and lecturers, practical 
classes, the quality and variety of programs). At the same time, the most frequently met 
career types of Russian students are: “hunter”, “internationalist” and “careerist”; the other 
types are: “entrepreneur”, “harmoniser”, “idealist”, “leader”. Thus, the researchers came to the 
conclusion, that modern students are very competition-oriented, internationally-oriented 
and career development-oriented.
In addition to these results and according to the job market monitoring data, there has 
been no adequate balance between the demand for specialists and actual professionals who 
could get the job offered just after the graduation. The significant share of the graduates is 
forced to either work in area they are not the specialists after the studies or be reoriented. It 
concerns especially such areas as sales and production. This trend is typical for post-Soviet 
countries. At the Polish market ½ of all graduates is not working in their profession. It seems 
that a substantial number of candidates still choose the studies taking into account the inter-
ests, ignoring the chances for finding employment after the graduation.
In an effort to identify the causes of such situation on the job market, the researchers of 
MSU Business School examined the opinions of 346 students of Moscow secondary schools – 
schoolchildren from 8th, 9th, 10th and 11th classes. This survey was devoted to studying the 
characteristics of students’ future profession choice and the formation of their professional 
position and the life orientations. In turn, these findings allow to make the assumptions 
about how much the students are ready to implement a conscious choice of profession and 
to seek demanded profession.
Specific classes were chosen by the researchers in order to establish the nature of the 
dynamic change in students’ attitudes and professional preferences starting from:
 – the 8th class when there is no question of defining future profession in front of them 
and they continue a systematic study at school;
 – in the 9th class, when students can already decide to leave school and go to vocational 
college;
 – in the 10th and 11th classes, when questions of professional choice become more 
urgent, and their decision – necessary.
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In this survey, special attention was paid to the students’ desire to be engaged in business 
and to set up their own business. The questionnaire consisted of the following questions:
(1) “Age (full years)”;
(2) “Gender (male/female)”;
(3) “In which class do you study?”;
(4) “Where do you plan to study after graduation?”;
(5) “What profession would you like to obtain?”;
(6) “What exactly do you expect from higher education (after graduation)?”;
(7) “What is your dream in life?”.
All questions were open. However, only the first and third questions suggested further 
analysis of specific direct answers. The analysis of the responses to other questions suggested 
the preliminary number of encoding options for answers in order to enable their further 
statistical processing. It is worth noting that the initial responses to the sixth and seventh 
questions were given by respondents in absolutely free formula, and the authors faced a wide 
range of responses options. The authors considered response categories in order to system-
atize the responses received and to simplify the analysis procedure.
The answer options for the fourth question were the following: “I do not know”, “school”, 
“army” and “college”. The following response options were received as the answers to the 
fifth question: “I do not know”, “information technology specialist”, “public relations special-
ist”, “actor”, “doctor”, “designer”, “journalist”, and others. Categories of responses to the sixth 
and seventh questions included: “no”, “nothing”, “I do not know”, “active life”, “interesting 
job”, “financially secure life”, “public recognition”, “knowledge”, “productive life”, “freedom”, 
“happiness of others”, “self-development”, “situational need”, “happy family life”, “pleasure”, 
“creativity”, “love”, “locked position”.
The decision of using the same answer categories for the sixth and seventh questions 
was made by the researchers in order to allow correlating attitudes of students from differ-
ent classes and their expectations from higher education, as well as to assess the level of the 
direct relationship between them.
The last question from the questionnaire was regarded as a key to the study results. The 
analysis of the responses to this question allowed the authors to interpret the answers to the 
question about the expectations of higher education in the most correct way. For example, 
the same expectation from higher education as “financially secure life” can be purely prag-
matic, self-oriented, imposed by the specific patterns of behavior in modern society, shaping 
the dream of the “happy family life”, or may be creative and innovative, in terms of personal 
development where such dream can be in line with the “happiness of others”.
The research was conducted as non-repeated selective absentia survey. At the first stage 
of the processed survey data analysis, the correlation analysis of data obtained during the 
survey was carried out to establish the degree of relationship between the expected future 
profession, expectations of students from graduation and their attitudes. Cheddok’s scale was 
used to assess the degree of interconnections. The results obtained allow drawing conclusions 
on the theoretical level of professional orientation of the students.
The results showed a clear lack of understanding by the students of their professional 
path and the specific expectations from the higher education. The most popular answers 
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to the question about their preferred profession were: “I do not know”, “economist”, “Man-
ager”. The first one reflects a negative situation with the professional orientation itself and 
the others demonstrate stereotypic opinions linked with the social prestige. The most fre-
quent answers to the question about the expectations from getting higher education were: 
“financially secure life”, “productive life”, “I do not know”. This shows also just general 
stereotypic points of view and the absence of understanding in the last answer option. 
The most popular answers to the question about a dream in life were: “public recognition”, 
“financially secure life”, “no dream”. This confirms the conclusions concerning the previous 
question and is the most dramatic.
The identified problems need to be analyzed in terms of their impact on the students’ 
objectives for learning at the university. To address this analytical task, the authors conducted 
a survey among the lecturers of Russian universities with the non-repeated selective method. 
In this case the lecturers acted as experts, since they can assess the degree of students’ “inclu-
sion” in the educational process and their motivation to study. Otherwise, personal assess-
ment of motivation in this case would be purely subjective and it would be under the strong 
influence of personality and psychological characteristics of the students. In determining 
the required number of experts to conduct the survey the authors based on a statistical ap-
proach. Specifically, according to the statistical calculations of sociology experts, the optimal 
number of experts should be in the range of 10 to 30 people. However, in order to improve 
the reliability of the responses, 50 university professors were interviewed, given the fact that 
they differ by the age, work experience and specialty.
The results from the study made on the Russian universities’ professors showed that about 
70% of them believe that the main reason the students decide to study is a diploma. Accord-
ing to the lecturers, under the term “employability” one part of the students understands a 
“high-paying job” and the other – the rapid professional promotion. 10% of the lecturers 
believe that students demand just financially secure life and 20% – public recognition. Only 
22% of the lecturers noted gaining knowledge as the objective of the students’ education. The 
results of the survey among lecturers suggest that students’ motivation to study and create 
their own business is at a low level. Consequently, the job market gets the alumni from the 
universities who do not realize the spheres which would be of their direct interest and in 
which they could manifest their potential and creativity in the most successful way.
4. Suggestions and discussions
The authors see the solution to the problems described above in the formation of the uni-
versity system of relationships with the shareholders functioning on the basis of marketing 
principles. This approach at the highest extent will allow to take into account the interests 
of each party and increase the efficiency of interaction which was proven by Leonard Berry 
(2002) in his initial research about relationship management. In particular, the interaction 
with corporate and academic world could be the basis for sustainable development of a busi-
ness school helping students to get practical experience, to form their professional orientation 
and enhance their interest and motivation for study.
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The structure of relationship marketing in the aspect of the problems identified is com-
bined into two main strategic units: (1) relationships between the university and secondary 
schools in the direction of developing joint programs of vocational guidance, forming moti-
vation of the future students to study and (2) relationships between the university and busi-
ness structures for conducting career guidance and career events, forming motivation of the 
current students to study and a desire to develop themselves professionally in a particular 
area. According to the observation of the current business schools’ strategies within these two 
blocks, the authors proposed the synthesis of the activities which contribute to the quality’s 
improvement of vocational guidance for secondary school students, motivation of university 
students and the skills of the graduates. These areas do not require significant financial or 
time costs as they fit into the framework of already implemented educational and extracur-
ricular activities of the high school.
A. The actions linked with the “relationships between the university and secondary 
schools”.
As the practice shows, they include mainly the “schools for young” (entrepreneurs, man-
agers, etc.), career guidance workshops and festivals of science. This bloc of activities is cor-
responding to the targeting which is the key element of modern companies (Lynn, 2011). 
After the segmentation process companies are selecting the customers whom they want to 
offer particular products or services. In the perspective of universities both segmentation and 
targeting are made automatically. Establishing relationship on the education market is basing 
on the “upbringing of potential students”. During this phase the universities try to present 
their offer, dispel doubts and build loyalty. The students who take part in such activities feel 
more relaxed, they know what to expect from the university, having an opportunity to meet 
with the staff.
B. The actions lined with the “relationship of the university with business structures”.
This block has been divided into three categories which reflect the main area of relation-
ships development between the main shareholders. The corporate relations department is 
engaged in the following tasks within each of the areas:
B1. Maintaining relationships with existing partner companies: promoting the informa-
tional materials of the partner companies at the Internet webpage of the business school (in-
cluding online resources); organizing educational and vocational guidance activities (work-
shops, seminars, training sessions, etc.) with the participation of managers and specialists 
from the companies; maintaining research and consulting projects carried out by the students 
on request of the companies within research practice or individual courses; organizing and 
holding the event “Day of the Partner Company” in the business school; inviting the partners 
to participate in the Diploma and Term Papers Defense Commissions.
B2. Promoting professional orientation and employment of students and graduates: co-
ordinating trainings, production, research and pre-diploma practice of Bachelor and Master 
students; organizing student internships in companies outside the framework of the cur-
riculum; promoting employment of the graduates; organizing and holding Career Days and 
Round Tables on employment and career building; organizing participation of the students in 
companies’ tournaments of business cases; writing theses with the focus of essential problems 
of the companies.
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B3. Promoting the business school divisions in attracting organizations and external ex-
perts to the participation in educational, scientific and practical activities: organizing guest 
lectures of the managers and specialists from companies and coordinating training courses 
implemented by the representatives of companies; inviting representatives of the companies 
in the whole faculty and all-university scientific and practical activities; organizing volunteer 
activities of the students.
The research made by Mariusz Jas, Tomasz Jurczyk, Tomasz Kamiński, Maciej Koza-
kiewicz, Michał Sędkowski, Michał Tomczyk, and Piotr Wiąckiewicz (2013) confirms that 
such a form of cooperation can build motivation for self-improvement among the students 
as well as support the networking between the main shareholders. The students of business 
schools which use such form of cooperation can contact with potential employers and start 
their career before the graduation. It has also an impact on the psychological conditions of 
the students. They are more convinced about their employment opportunity after graduating 
from the school.
As a result of the research, the authors suggest a matrix of interaction between universi-
ties and partner companies comprising tangible/intangible resources and tangible/intangible 
effects with the appropriate areas of interaction and the characteristics of their impact and 
effectiveness for companies.
First, we consider the notions of “resources” and “effects”, as well as the factors that de-
termine their tangible and intangible nature. The resources can include all kinds of the ad-
ditional costs of the partner company, related to the partnership. Tangible (material) costs 
are additional financial incentives of the partner company’s employees (master classes and 
presentations by representatives of the company, organizing and conducting tours for stu-
dents at the site of the company), preparation of souvenirs and product samples for distrib-
uting among participants in the frame of joint activities, preparation of promotional and 
informational materials for placing on the high school’s site. All these costs are accompanied 
by corresponding time expenses. In addition to material costs, the partnership may require 
intangible (non-material) costs such as the time (for example: supervising interns and stu-
dent projects (in this case supervision can often relate to direct work duties of employees 
of the company); participation in joint professional orientation and public relations events 
organized and conducted by the high school; participation in scientific, practical and gradu-
ation events held by the high school).
In turn, cost savings first of all refer to the material (economic) effects for the partner 
company: promotion of the employer company’s brand; search and selection of candidates 
for the intern vacancies; marketing research and the purchase of analytical reports; the imple-
mentation of certain operational tasks, plans and projects.
Intangible effects may include: increasing brand awareness of the employer and the for-
mation of interest of students and graduates towards its career suggestions; formation of 
favorable attitude of students, graduates and their closest associates to the company as an 
employer and its business as a whole; expanding the network of business contacts through 
participation in activities, covering companies from various sectors and industries, as well 
as student startups (Table 1).
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Table 1. A matrix of interaction between universities and partner companies: “tangible/intangible re-











 – placing informational materials 
of partner companies at the site 
of the high school (including on-
line resources);
 – organizing student internships 
in companies outside the frame-
work of the curriculum;
 – promoting employment of the 
graduates.
 – placing informational materials 
of partner companies at the site of 





 – maintaining research and con-
sulting projects carried out by 
the students in the interests and 
on request of the companies 
within research practice or in-
dividual courses;
 – organizing and holding Career 
Days on employment and career 
building;
 – organizing volunteer activities 
of the students;
 – coordinating training, produc-
tion, research and pre-diploma 
practice of Bachelor and Master 
students;
 – organizing participation of the 
students in companies’ tourna-
ments of business cases;
 – – inviting the partners to par-
ticipate in the commissions for 
defense of diploma works. and 
term papers.
 – organizing educational and voca-
tional guidance activities (work-
shops, seminars, training sessions, 
etc.) with participation of manag-
ers and specialists from the com-
panies;
 – organizing and holding Round 
Tables on employment and career 
development;
 – organizing guest lectures of the 
managers and specialists from 
companies and coordinating train-
ing courses implemented by the 
representatives of companies;
 – organizing participation of the stu-
dents in companies’ tournaments of 
business cases;
 – inviting representatives of the 
companies in the whole faculty 
and all-university scientific and 
practical activities.
It is worth noting that the same area of cooperation (reference to the text in italics in 
Table 1) can bring both an economic and communication effects to the partner company 
of the university. For example, placing informational materials of partner companies at the 
site of the high school (including online resources) serves for the objectives of cost savings 
on brand promotion of the employer, the objectives of increasing brand awareness of the 
employer and the formation of interest of students and graduates towards its career sugges-
tions. Organizing participation of the students in companies’ tournaments of business cases 
will serve as for the objectives of cost savings on the search and selection of candidates for 
the intern vacancies, market research and the purchase of analytical reports, and for the 
objectives of creating favorable attitude of students, graduates and their closest associates to 
the company as an employer and its business as a whole.
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In this model, the activities corresponding to the left lower quadrant are the most inter-
esting. They do not require a lot of time and financial costs from the potential and actual 
partners or, in general, do not even require additional costs for the implementation. However, 
they can lead to significant tangible financial and communication effects for the companies. 
These activities based on the events are not only low-cost but also build networking and up-
hold existing relationships. The positive correlation between events and relationship building 
is known and used by companies. There is no reason why universities would not practice the 
same approach in their programs.
The final stage of the research was a survey among employers, the companies collaborat-
ing with MSU Business School in the spring of 2016. The survey was conducted using ques-
tionnaires, offered to the representatives of partner companies to fill in during the Round 
Table devoted to the issues of employment and organized by the Business School. During the 
survey the authors identified the most attractive Business School’s activities for the partner 
companies (Table 2).




Participation in Career Days and Round Tables on employment.




of the employer’s 
brand
Guest lectures, master-classes from top-managers.
Presentations of companies at the university (business school), including those 
at the Open Days.
Invitation to the events outside the university (at the company’s site).
Activities related to the quality recruitment bring more “tangible” results for the partner 
company, in turn, activities related to the promotion of the employer brand brings more 
“intangible” results. In this case, both the first and the second directions are tactically im-
portant for the development of the partners and therefore motivate them to cooperate with 
the university and business school. At the same time, these activities increase the students’ 
motivation to study and improve their overall satisfaction with the education received. Such 
mutual benefits are inscribing into the “win-win outcomes” in the game theory and is per-
ceived as the fundamental in the process of building successful relationship and partnership 
(Spangler, 2013).
Conclusions
A major factor that reduces the quality of study at the universities is omni-directional stu-
dents’ objectives, expecting immediate success just after the graduation, mostly unrelated 
to qualifications and knowledge. As a result, the motivation of students to study is decreas-
ing, affecting negatively the performance of the lecturers. The findings suggest the need to 
improve vocational guidance system through systematic interaction between schools and 
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universities. The business schools have all the necessary resources (lecturers, educational ma-
terials, etc.) to promote the entrepreneurial thinking and attractive image of entrepreneurship 
among students. While the companies will have the opportunity to select the most motivated 
students, the business school will contribute to the development of both entrepreneurship 
and entrepreneurial spirit. In consequence, the students will learn more effectively to become 
entrepreneurs, contributing to the country’s economic development.
The authors have proposed activities for the business schools that do not require signifi-
cant financial or time costs from the partner companies, as they fit into the framework of 
ongoing activities. These activities will contribute to the improvement of the quality of vo-
cational guidance and motivation of the students and the quality of graduates. In turn, these 
conditions will increase the loyalty of the partner organizations, both domestic and foreign 
ones, and motivate them to further cooperation, including the use of digital technologies.
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KŪRYBINIS AR ANALITINIS KARJEROS PLĖTROS 
KELIAS? SANTYKIŲ RINKODARA TARPTAUTINIO 
ŠVIETIMO VERSLO SRITYJE
Marina MARKOVA, Artur MODLIŃSKI, Luís MOREIRA PINTO
Santrauka
Straipsnyje pristatomas partnerystės švietimo verslo srityje strateginis modelis, at-
sižvelgiant į globalizacijos specifiškumą ir dabartines tendencijas darbo rinkose. 
Pagrindiniai tyrimo uždaviniai – apsvarstyti santykių rinkodaros teorinius pagrin-
dus bei išnagrinėti svarbiausias tendencijas ir iššūkius, kylančius Rusijos darbo rin-
koje. Straipsnis apima tyrimo, skirto vidurinių mokyklų moksleivių gyvenimo tiks-
lams ir motyvacijai, rezultatus, universitetų profesorių apklausą apie jų nuomonę, 
kodėl moksleiviai nusprendžia studijuoti, taip pat Europos ir Rusijos universitetų 
studentų tarptautinį tyrimą. Straipsnyje pristatoma įvairi veikla, kurią verslo moky-
klos gali pasitelkti siekdamos paskatinti pagrindinių akcininkų bendradarbiavimą. 
Autoriai siūlo universitetų ir bendrovių partnerių sąveikos matricą, kurią sudaro ap-
čiuopiami  / neapčiuopiami ištekliai ir apčiuopiamas  / neapčiuopiamas poveikis bei 
jų įtakos charakteristikos ir veiksmingumas tiek bendrovėms, tiek universitetams.
Reikšminiai žodžiai: švietimas verslo srityje, sąveika, darbo rinka, santykių rinkodara.
